Sponsor Conversation 1
If you know each other well: Start off by taking some time for a life
update and see how you and your sponsor/candidate are doing.
If you don’t know each other well – Take time introducing yourselves
to get to know each other better.

The goal of this conversation is to share a bit about your faith and to
learn more about each other. I recommend candidates pick which
conversation option to discuss.

Conversation Option 1:
Candidate & Sponsor: Take some time to think of some gifts that you
have. What are the gifts and talents that you possess? How do you
use them in your life? Why do you think God gave you those gifts?
What gifts do you see in one another that were not named?
Conversation Option 2:
Candidate & Sponsor: What people in your life have made an impact
on your life? Take time to name a few people that have impacted your
life and choose one to discuss how they have specifically impacted
your life.
Do they know they have been an impact?
How is God been a part in your life? What impact has God made?
When finished discussing questions – end your discussion with the
prayer of the Sponsor’s choice.

Sponsor Conversation 2
If you know each other well: Once again, begin with a life update and see
how you and your candidate are doing.
If you don’t know each other well: take time to get to know each other
better through some unique questions.
The goal of this conversation is to share a bit about your faith and to learn
more about each other. I recommend sponsors pick which conversation
option to discuss for this conversation
Conversation Option 1:
Candidate: In your opinion, what is the most important thing your parents or
other adult figure have taught you? What is the most important thing your
faith has taught you up to this point? Sponsor: In your opinion, what is the
most important thing someone younger than you has taught you? What is
the most important thing your faith has taught you up to this point?
Take some time to share and discuss how you have learned from others.
Discuss what lesson your parent/younger person/faith has taught you and
how that has impacted your life.
Conversation Option 2:
Candidate: How am I living my faith currently in my life? How do I want that
to change after Confirmation? What can I do to better live out my faith?
Sponsor: How did I live my faith before Confirmation? How have I lived out
my faith since Confirmation? What have I done to better live out my faith?
This conversation should focus on living out our faith and how we continue
to live out our faith after we are Confirmed.
When finished discussing questions, end your discussion with a prayer of
the Candidate’s choosing.

